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1 Abstract

This technical specification describes engineering work in the areas of acceptance/ installation vacuum testing.

2 Scope

The scope of this contract is to provide engineering and technical support services in the following areas:

- Analysis of ITER design(s) with respect to acceptance vacuum leak testing
- Analysis of ITER system design(s) with respect to installation leak testing
- Review of acceptance / installation leak testing procedures
- Develop leak acceptance / installation leak testing plans
- Cultivate and maintain a project wide positive attitude to leak testing and vacuum quality
- Support vacuum acceptance testing at the Supplier and the IO
- Perform vacuum qualification tests

3 Background and Objectives

The vacuum performance of the ITER machine is critical to the project so at all stages of design and manufacture vacuum leaks must be minimised and the risk of leakage mitigated. Where possible, to minimise the effect of leaks during ITER operations, the vacuum components for use on ITER systems must be designed to facilitate remote leak testing. The objective is to ensure the timely and effective leak testing of ITER vacuum systems / components, through design assessment, vacuum test procedure review, vacuum test plan development and vacuum test support.

4 Work Description

The work required in this technical specification includes engineering activities and vacuum test scheduling.

The scope of work described below is expected to entail a time commitment of 100% over the contract duration on the part of one Expert.

Work is organized over a one-year period, with specific tasks and deliverables defined on a quarterly basis in advance.

Scope of Work

- Analysis of ITER design(s) with respect to acceptance vacuum testing
  The Expert shall assess ITER designs with respect to acceptance vacuum testing. Where it is shown that acceptance vacuum testing with the required sensitivity (etc.) is not feasible the Expert shall provide design input to allow for acceptance vacuum testing to the required acceptance criteria

- Analysis of ITER system design(s) with respect to installation leak testing
  The Expert shall assess ITER designs and installation plans / procedures with respect to installation vacuum testing. Where it is shown that installation vacuum testing with the required sensitivity (etc.) is not feasible the Expert shall provide design input to allow for installation vacuum testing to the required acceptance criteria

- Review of assembly schedules
  The Expert shall review installation schedules of vacuum equipment and where necessary provide input to the schedule to allow for timely installation leak testing

- Review of acceptance / installation leak testing procedures
The Expert shall review IO and Suppliers acceptance / installation vacuum testing procedures to ensure vacuum testing can be performed to the required sensitivity (etc.). The Expert shall provide input to the reviewed procedures as necessary

- Develop leak acceptance / installation leak testing plans
  - The expert shall develop with system Responsible officers (ROs), Domestic Agencies (Das), Suppliers (etc.) detailed leak testing procedures and test plans to facilitate timely vacuum testing to the required acceptance criteria

- Cultivate and maintain a project wide positive attitude to leak testing and vacuum quality
  - The Expert shall continue to promote project wide vacuum quality and leak avoidance / mitigation by system design

- Support vacuum acceptance testing at the Supplier and the IO
  - Where required the Expert will witness / support vacuum testing at the IO or the Suppliers premises.

- Perform vacuum Qualification Tests
  - The Expert shall perform vacuum qualification tests at the ITER site. The scope of the tests includes component outgassing and vacuum performance tests. Any Specific equipment training required to perform the tests will be provided by the IO.

In addition the Expert shall perform the following functions over the duration of the contract:

- Advising and training of other vacuum staff either responsible or involved with the above work
- Work in other area as appropriately assigned by the ITER Vacuum Section Leader

5 Duration

The Contract duration shall be one year.

6 Deliverables and Time Schedule

- Monthly reports shall be submitted to the ITER Contract RO with a summary of activities during the reporting period, including approximate time spent on each activity

ITER Organization shall during the Contract period establish the Expert work plan on ad hoc basis and relative to the respective annual work plan, with specific tasks and deliverables defined on a quarterly basis.

Every three months the IO will, in mutual agreement with the Expert, establish tasks and priorities, along with the written reports to be produced, documentation to be reviewed, or travel needed to monitor supplier progress. These will be part of a work plan for the three-month period. Specific deliverables are:

- Final design reports, reports on reviewed documents, interface documentation, or any other written report as specified in the work plan
- Details of system design assessments made and any changes to be implemented to improve the leak testability of the systems assessed
- Details of suppliers’ procedures reviewed and modifications to be implemented
- Reports on any vacuum tests performed at IO or at the suppliers’ site
- Leak testing plans developed under the scope of the contract
- Vacuum qualification tests performed
- Trip reports each time there is a visit to a supplier to follow up or inspect work
7 Acceptance Criteria (including rules and criteria)

The acceptance of the work is based on completion of the tasks and goals set on the work plan for each quarter, as well as on the completion of reports and documents specified in the work plan.

8 Experience

The staff proposed by the bidder to carry out the work described in Section 4 must have proven experience in the following areas:

- Certified to COFREND level 3 or equivalent
- At least 2 years experienced in the application of vacuum standards and requirements as defined for the ITER project
- At least 2 years experienced in the application of the ITER Vacuum Handbook
- At least 15 years of practical experience of leak detection using helium tracer gas method
- Experience in the design assessment of nuclear fusion systems with respect to leak testability
- Experience of practical installation / assembly leak detection in a nuclear environment
- Experienced in the development of leak testing procedures for nuclear fusion devices
- Experienced in the development of acceptance leak testing plans for complex vacuum systems
- Experienced in the development of installation leak testing plans for nuclear fusion devices
- Experienced in the assessment of complex vacuum pipework systems leak testability
- Experienced in practical mechanical engineering
- Effective communication in English (written and spoken)
- Ability to lead teams in a multicultural environment

Curriculum Vitae: CV showing evidence above is required

9 Work conditions

- Work plan for every three months is established and agreed by IO. Travelling and missions shall be only upon an agreement with IO.
- This contract shall be executed by one person. Work sharing between more than one person is not permitted.
- The Expert will be given access to the necessary data and documents either in paper or in computer files form at Cadarache ITER site. The Expert will also be allowed accessing to the necessary folders in the computer server at Cadarache ITER site via internet. The Expert shall be given temporary office space in the premises of the Vacuum Group for the purposes of working onsite and hold meetings with IO personnel. The IO shall provide computer facilities to the expert for the execution of work relating to this contract.

10 Timetable

The tentative timetable is as follows:

Start of Contract October 2012

11 Candidature

Participation is open to all individuals, companies or consortia which are legally registered in one or more of the ITER Member States. A consortium may be either a permanent, legally-established grouping or a grouping which has been constituted informally for a specific tender procedure. All members of a consortium (i.e. the leader and all other members) are jointly and severally liable to the ITER Organization.